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Did you know that wet roads are most slick in the first  

10 minutes after precipitation begins? 

The water from rain or snow mixes with oil in the asphalt 

and on the roads creating a slippery situation. Drivers 

who are caught unaware or otherwise distracted can find 

themselves in life-threatening situations. As a business 

owner, you could find yourself liable.

Whether employees are driving passenger vehicles 

or commercial rigs, it’s important to make sure they 

understand you expect additional attention to safety 

when driving conditions are less than ideal.

Too fast for conditions
Wet roads may slow down your business, but slowing 

down on wet roads will help keep your business from 

grinding to a halt. Rain, sleet, snow, and ice (including 

black ice) require drivers to reduce speed and leave 

additional room between vehicles. Make sure associates 

know their safety is your top priority, even if it means a 

delivery is delayed or a crew gets started a bit later.

Encourage your drivers not to eyeball the distance 

between your fleet vehicle and traffic in front of them. 

Use the time-interval formula to assess spacing. Select a 

fixed object alongside the road, and count the seconds 

between when the vehicle in front of you passes 

the object and when you do. The standard rule for a 

passenger vehicle in good weather is about three seconds. 

When roads are slick, make sure your drivers maintain six 

seconds of space between vehicles.

Use your lights
Headlights don’t just help the driver see. They help other 

drivers see your vehicle. Make it common practice to turn 

on headlights, and double check they’re on when the 

weather is inclement. 

Maintain your tires
Tires are expensive, but cutting corners on maintenance 

could be disastrous for your business. Treads on worn out 

tires cannot properly channel water and grip the road. 

Make sure your fleet’s tires are properly inflated  

and replaced before they become a hazard.

(continued on page 2)
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Prevention Connection Bulletin (continued)

Large trucks
Drivers of large trucks need to be especially aware of 

changing weather conditions and the impact on their 

driving techniques. In good weather, a truck’s high center 

of gravity and heavy load needs 20 to 40 percent more 

braking distance to stop. 

If your drivers have a larger vehicle and the speed is less 

than 40 miles per hour, suggest they allow at least one 

second for each 10 feet of vehicle length. For higher speeds, 

add another second to the total time.

On wet roads, your employees should reduce their speeds 

by one-third. Reduce speeds by one-half on snow-packed 

roads. Never use an engine brake (also known as a “Jake 

Brake”) in wet weather or you could risk losing traction.

Hydroplaning
Hydroplaning can occur with any size vehicle. It happens 

when standing water creates a thin layer between your tires 

and the road surface, causing a loss of traction that limits 

your ability to control your vehicle.

If you or an associate find yourself hydroplaning, don’t 

panic. Do not brake or accelerate. Reduce your speed by 

decreasing the pressure on your accelerator. Look and steer 

the direction your vehicle is traveling, even if your instincts 

tell you otherwise. 

Changing direction while hydroplaning may cause you 

to spin out of control or jack-knife your rig. Keep your 

composure and wait for the skid to end. Lower your speed, 

pull over in a safe location, and wait for the weather to clear, 

if possible.

For more safety tips for your business, visit 

secura.net/PreventionConnection.

http://www.secura.net/customers/PreventionConnection/index.html

